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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern public infrastructure is connected to a cyber layer that facilitates economical delivery
of critical resources. Smart water distribution networks (WDS) remotely monitor hydraulics via
strategically placed sensors and meters. Program Logic Controllers (PLCs) collect sensor readings,
which trigger automatic control actions to regulate system events. An operator centrally controls
the PLCs via a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system [1]. Adversaries may
coerce SCADA systems into deploying malicious control actions by altering PLC readings. Hack-
ers have in fact taken advantage of this new access point in WDSs to alter chemical levels and
release raw sewage into waterways [18, 17].

We use deep transfer learning to detect cyber attacks in SCADA outputs. Attacks are rare relative
to normal operations, so classical supervised learning fails. Anomaly detection approaches in the
literature yield high accuracy on realistic test sets [1, 11, 10, 20, 5]. However, these approaches
incorporate little domain knowledge, usually ignoring underlying physical network topologies or
properties unique to SCADA systems. Thus we have identified a need for a customizable, explain-
able attack detection paradigm that anticipates attack behavior. We propose an adversarial data
generation method which models a synthetic hacker whose simulated actions train a deep convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) to detect real attacks. A similar synthetic attack generation approach
has achieved great success in the electricity domain [8].

This work extends a project that began during a cyber security research internship at Oak Ridge
National Lab with Jason Laska. We generated our initial synthetic attacks using naı̈ve data aug-
mentations such as swapping and shuffling within clean sensor readings to train the attack detection
model [6]. This work was further extended as a class project in [7] by instead generating synthetic
attack data with adversarial variational autoencoders (VAE). The adversarial VAE consisted of an
encoder, a decoder, and a classifier. They were simultaneously trained to respectively smoothly
embed sensor readings into a low-dimensional latent space, reconstruct a given observation from a
latent space sample, and correctly label the reconstructed observation. We achieved yet more suc-
cess using attacks generated from this embedding than we did with the naı̈ve augmentation method,
but we still fell short of detection rates achieved by sophisticated static models. Furthermore, these
attack generation methods were not as steerable as we claimed: the attacks were generated without
any connection to the underlying network topology or system dynamics.

We turn to network interdiction models to add domain-specific knowledge for synthetic attack
generation. Smith and Song recently surveyed tractable algorithms and recent applications for
network interdiction [19]. Wollmer posed the first general maximum flow network interdiction
model, in which an interdictor’s malicious goal is to minimize the maximum flow subject to a
cardinality budget on the removed links [23]. He presented a polynomial time algorithm for planar
graphs by reducing the problem to a minimal-shortest path problem on the topological dual. Ratliff
et al. generalized the problem to all graphs via an iterative procedure to make the minimum cut one
that contains the n highest-capacity arcs (shown to be the n most vital links) [16]. Wood showed
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that this problem is NP-complete, but also characterized the problem with integer programming,
thus contextualizing network interdiction within generalizable techniques [24]. Related problems
include shortest path interdiction [9], attacker-defender interdiction as a zero sum game [22], and
multicommodity flow interdiction [13].

We note that our overall goal is not one of preempted defense against cyberattacks, but rather detec-
tion of attacks which are covert. In network interdiction models, the defender is typically modeled
as the follower who has full knowledge of the attacker’s actions: certain links are apparently de-
stroyed, affecting the follower’s optimal decision. However in our application, it is unclear from
the defender’s perspective whether an attack is happening at all, let alone where in the network the
attack might be occurring. The attacks do not occur directly on the physical layer, but rather consist
of cyber-layer interferences which cascade into the physical network due to interdependencies in
the two layers. It will be important to capture these features specific to the application. Perelman
and Amin have formulated a domain-specific model specifically for network interdiction in WDS
SCADA systems [15]. Baycik et al. considered interdiction over dual-layer network consisting of
a physical layer and an information layer [2]. We will discuss how these models cannot be adapted
to our use-case when we motivate the model pipeline in the next section.

A relevant type of extension to network interdiction models involves an added level of anticipation
on the defender’s end, represented as a trilevel formulation in which the defender fortifies links
against the most harmful attacks. Examples include formulations for the shortest path network
interdiction problem [4] and the minimum cost flow interdiction problem [3]. Because the attacks
occur instead on the cyber-layer of our network, the concept of fortification is lost from our de-
fender’s perspective; instead, we use our knowledge of the most critical links to train the eye of our
attack detection model. We specify the role of network interdiction models in the data generation
process as tools to identify critical links or network components which an attacker might target
to maximize the effect of a single interference. Once these links are identified, we tune our data
augmentation/generation models accordingly, so that we train a topology- and demand-informed
attack detection model. This is a particularly important distinction from the naı̈ve swapping model,
which generates attacks without precedent, and indeed yields a highly paranoid anomaly detection
model.

2. MODEL PIPELINE

We demonstrate our pipeline to train a neural network to detect cyber-attacks. First we describe the
raw data that we use. Then we explain our baseline synthetic attack generation method and how we
augment it to model different types of attackers. In particular, we model the attacker as someone
who incorporates information from network interdiction on the physical layer to determine what
types of attacks he will perform on the physical layer. To this end, we formulate the maximum
flow network interdiction problem for flow volume on a water distribution network, and explain
our parameter estimation methods for the model.

2.1. Raw data. Our raw data come from the Battle of the Detection Algorithms (BATADAL) [21],
whose two SCADA training datasets contain 3 years’ worth of hourly, simulated readings from 43
sensors in a WDS. These are observations that represent physically accurate network flows under
typical operating conditions in a real, medium-sized network [14], whose topology is depicted
in Figure 1. Training set I is entirely clean, while training set II contains 7 realistic cyber-attacks.
Each cyber-attack is between 24 and 110 hours long and constitutes approximately 12% of training
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set II. The data also includes an input file describing the network topology. We remove seven low-
variance features, and then scale them to be between 0 and 1. Then we roll the data so that each
observation is a 24 × 36 window of consecutive readings. We perform this operation to facilitate
temporal pattern recognition while training the attack detection model.

FIGURE 1. Topology of C-Town water distribution network and topological order
of its hydraulic sensors and meters [21].

2.2. Attack simulation method. We generate synthetic attack data to train a convolutional neural
network to detect realistic attacks. Figure 2 visualizes the baseline model, in which clean rolled
sensor readings are manually corrupted and labeled as synthetic attacks, then combined into a
dataset that trains the CNN.

FIGURE 2. Left: Pipeline to train a CNN to detect real cyber-attacks using clean
data implanted with synthetic attacks, with a visualization of the naı̈ve data augmen-
tations used to generate a synthetic attack. Right: CNN architecture specification
[6].

A single synthetic attack is constructed via a naı̈ve swapping data augmentation. We perform a
swap in a clean observation with dimensions w × 36 as follows.

(1) Sample a sensor set S uniformly at random from S .

(2) Sample two features (f1, f2) uniformly at random and without replacement from the set of
features in sensor set S.
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(3) Sample uniformly at random from start indices i ∈ [0, w−2] and end indices j ∈ [i+1, w−1]
to obtain a contiguous, non-empty interval.

(4) Ensure the attack has the potential to be visible to our model by repeating steps 1-3 until we
achieve distinct readings of features f1 and f2 in the time range [i, j], inclusive; then swap.

Sensors are collected into a set S based on their hydraulic relationship to each other. Table 1
enumerates S, the collection of all sensor sets in the network. For example, levels in tank 3 are
operated by pumps 4 and 5, whose suction and discharge pressures are sensed at junctions 256
and 300. We can conceptualize this table as a collection of connected components in the sensors’
hydraulic topological order, depicted in Figure 1.

ID Color Sensors
s1 Indigo T1, PU1, PU2, PU3, J269, J280
s2 Light blue T3, PU4, PU5, J300, J256
s3 Green T2, T4, PU6, PU7, V2, J289, J415, J14, J422
s4 Orange T5, PU8, PU9, J302, J306
s5 Maroon T6, T7, PU10, PU11, J307, J317

TABLE 1. Sensor sets.

Thus, Table 1 is a comprehensive list of all sensor readings that the attacker could manipulate in the
cyber layer. Our adversary wishes to do harm on the physical layer of the network. Thus, we model
the attacker as one who learns outcomes from a max-flow network interdiction problem on the
physical layer and translates those outcomes into interferences with the corresponding sensors. His
aim is to trigger PLCs to deploy malicious control actions that will negatively impact operations
on the relevant downstream “interdicted” edges. Figure 3 visualizes our manually constructed
crosswalk between sensor sets and edges.

FIGURE 3. Translation of interdiction decisions into sensor set distributions.

By performing multiple interdictions, we generate an empirical distribution over the sensor sets
which coarsely translates an adversary’s priorities. We are able to perform multiple interdictions
over a network with fixed topology and gain different information each time because it is uncertain
which parts of the network that the attacker will target. We model the attacker as someone who
performs one sensor data interference, to do harm but also to remain covert. Because the attacker
performs one interference, he cannot expect to disable the entire network at scale. Thus he targets a
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certain portion of the network for his attack. We model two different targeting strategies, visualized
in Figure 4.

• Uniform demand targeting. The attacker targets a certain percentage of the demand in the net-
work: he would be satisfied if a certain percentage of the demand were negatively impacted. To
model this strategy, we sample α percent of all demand nodes uniformly at random to deactivate.

• Clustered demand targeting. The attacker performs a local attack, targeting a small contiguous
portion of the graph: he would be satisfied if a certain region of the demand were negatively
impacted. To model this strategy, we sample a seed node uniformly at random and perform a
breadth-first search of depth β with the seed node as the root, deactivating demand at all nodes
that were not reached.

FIGURE 4. Two adversarial demand-targeting strategies. Left: Nominal demand.
Middle: Uniform demand targeting strategy with α = 0.5. Right: Cluster demand
targeting with β = 10.

2.3. Interdiction formulation. Now we formulate the interdiction problem that informs the ad-
versary’s cyber-attack. First we name our assumptions and constraints on our interdiction formu-
lation. Our attacker wishes to do harm, but also wishes to remain covert. He performs one data
augmentation per attack, toward interference with the cyber layer. Then we model an attacker
with a small interdiction budget, to reflect the cyber-attack’s sparse nature. Further, we assume
the attacker only has access to partial information about the network: e.g. more easily obtainable
information like demand volume and pipe lengths but not junctions pressures and component ele-
vations. Additionally, we specify a computational constraint—to generate an empirical sensor set
distribution of decent quality that corresponds to a particular demand targeting strategy, we must
generate a large number of interdiction decisions (several thousand). Because we formulate our
problem over a medium-sized network, tractability is a key issue. Thus we characterize the inter-
diction framework as a maximum flow interdiction with linear flows. This is a strong assumption
due to the nonlinear, time-varying nature of WDS, but we still capture essential consumer/supplier
information. Finally, we clarify why we perform interdiction on the physical layer, rather than
borrowing existing work by [2] on interdiction of a two-layer network, where one of the layers is
an information layer. Their model interprets interdiction on the cyber-layer as an action that cuts
off information flow on a given edge. This concept does not directly translate to the data we have
on hand, which is limited to a collection of sensor reading time series.

We transform the network to an auxiliary max-flow network. We add a sink and a source node, with
an infinite-capacity arc from sink to source. We add an edge from the sink to reservoir with infinite
capacity, assuming the reservoir has infinite supply. We also add an edge from the source to each
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tank; unlike the reservoir, the tanks have finite capacity. The flows are time-varying; sometimes
the flow in the network moves from the reservoir to the tank, to station water for later or to adjust
pressure levels. However, we cannot capture this in our static snapshot, so to still be able to model
the tanks as sources, we add the auxiliary source-tank edges with capacities equivalent to the
capacity of the corresponding tank. Finally we add an edge from each demand node to the sink,
with the capacity equalling the total volume of water consumed at each corresponding demand
node.

We introduce the notation for the formulation.

• Nodes in the network are represented by set N = NP ∪ {s, t}, where NP is the set of physical
nodes in the network, and s and t respectively specify the source and sink. The physical nodes
include NT ⊂ NP and ND ⊂ NP which are tanks and consumer nodes, respectively. The rest
of the nodes are pipe junctions.

• Arcs in the network are represented by the set A = AP ∪ AT ∪ AD ∪ {(t, s)}, consisting of
physical arcs in the network AP , auxiliary tank arcs AT = {(s, k) : k ∈ NT}, auxiliary demand
arcs AD = {(k, t) : k ∈ ND}, and finally dummy arc (t, s) to streamline the formulation’s
notation. Arcs in AP are undirected, while arcs in A\AP are directed. The physical arcs in AP

are mostly pipes, but also include a few pumps and valves.

• Pipe capacities are given by CP
ij for (i, j) ∈ AP , in units of volume over a time horizon H .

• Tank capacities are given by CT
i for i ∈ NT , in units of volume over time H .

• Demands are given by Di for i ∈ ND, again in units of volume over time horizon H .

• The interdictor has a budget of B ∈ N arcs.

Expression (1) gives the adversary’s strategy set.

(1) X =
{
x ∈ {0, 1}AP :

∑
(i,j)∈AP

xij ≤ B
}

The adversary leads by selecting up to B undirected links in the physical network. A link’s se-
lection reduces its capacity to 0. The network operator follows by maximizing flow through the
compromised network. The adversary selects these links to maximize the negative impact. The re-
sulting minimax formulation is presented in Figure 5a. To solve the two-stage formulation, we take
the dual of the inner problem given an interdiction decision x, shown in Figure 5b. (We showed
the equivalence of these two formulations in the homework.)

Now we specify our parameter estimation methods. We used the package wntr to simulate de-
mand on the CTown network [12]. Demand is given in flow units ofm3/s in 15-minute increments
over the course of a week. We seek to characterize demand at each node by the total volume of
water consumed, so we compute volume capacities on each component of the network.

• For the demand, we take a Riemann integral of the area under the curve of the time vs. flow
outputs from the simulation, which gives total volume of water over the course of a week. More
specifically, we multiply each flow observation by the time elapsed since the last observation,
and add up all observations.

• The tanks sometimes collect water from the reservoir, and at other times they distribute water
to the network. The demand simulation provides water velocities at each time step. We find
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min
x∈X

max
f≥0

fts

s.t.
∑

i:(i,k)∈A

fik =
∑

j:(k,j)∈A

fkj k ∈ N

fij ≤ CP
ij · (1− xij) (i, j) ∈ AP

fsj ≤ CT
j j ∈ NT

fit ≤ Di i ∈ ND

(A) Interdiction formulation.

min
∑

(i,j)∈AP

CP
ijβij +

∑
(i,j)∈AT

CT
ijθij +

∑
(i,j)∈AD

Diθij

s.t. γi − γj + θij ≥ 0 (i, j) 6= (t, s)

γt − γs ≥ 1

βij ≥ θij − xij (i, j) ∈ AP

θ ∈ {0, 1}A

β ∈ {0, 1}AP

γ ∈ {0, 1}N

x ∈ X

(B) MIP formulation with dualized inner problem.

the fastest inflow and the fastest outflow, and characterize these flows as the maximum rates of
receiving and supplying. Here we are assuming that the flow rates are independent of dynamics
in neighboring components of the network.

Let V , i, and o denote volume, max inflow, and max outflow (absolute values). Then t = V
i
+ V

o
is the amount of time to completely fill and then empty the tank once, where i and o are inflow
and outflow. This can happen at most H

t
times in the time allotted, where H is time horizon.

Then V H
t

= H
1/i+1/o

is our tank volume capacity.

• For the pipes, we are given the diameter d and length l in the topology input file. The demand
simulation gives us the water velocities at each time step for these components as well. We
compute the maximum velocity v that water can travel in each pipe and solve a small related rates
problem to compute the change in volume over time, assuming the pipe is a perfect cylinder.

dV

dt
=

d

dt

πd2l

4
=
πd2

4
v

We multiply this quantity by time horizon H to obtain total volume capacity.

Finally, we specify a model variation. For the tanks to act properly as sources, they need access
to the reservoir (our infinite source of water) Due to the sparse nature of the graph (maximum
degree 4, average degree 2-3), there are a few no-brainer interdictions that would cut the reservoir
off from the rest of the network. We assume that the impact that this action would have on the
physical layer is not translatable using the type of cyber-attack that we are modeling. We run a
shortest path algorithm from the reservoir to each tank in order to determine the critical links, and
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we assume that these links are harder to interfere with, so the attacker will not bother. Figure 6
shows the outcome of this fortification.

FIGURE 6. Fortified edges.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 specifies the scope of the case study. The parameter grid resulted in 60 unique sensor set
distributions, identified by the targeting strategy, interdiction budget, and fortification assumption.
We included a manually constructed uniform sensor set distribution, i.e. p(S) = 1

5
, S ∈ S. We

generated 3 training datasets from each distribution using the procedure described in the previous
section, resulting in 183 neural networks. Ideally, we would have surveyed a more granular pa-
rameter grid, generated more datasets per distribution, and trained a neural network multiple times
on each dataset. However, time limits did not permit this extensive of a survey.

Parameter Value set
Demand simulation 100 draws
Uniform targeting strategy 10 draws each from α ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}
Cluster targeting strategy 10 draws each from β ∈ {5, 10, 15}
Budget B {1, . . . , 5}
Fortification {true, false}

TABLE 2. Case study details.

Figure 7 visualizes some of the interdiction decisions that went into the sensor set distributions,
by demand targeting strategy. Interestingly, there was a huge disparity in the links that were tar-
geted: a small number of links were interdicted disproportionately often (hundreds of times) com-
pared to other links in the network. However, these targeted links clearly varied according to the
demand targeting strategy. This observation indicates we successfully modeled unique attacker
mindsets.

Figure 8 displays the max flow outcomes of the interdiction, as percent decrease in maximum flow
over the nominal flow that was caused by interdiction. As expected, the unfortified regime results
in sometimes unrealistically large impacts for the cyber-attack planned by the adversary. The
difference between the fortified and unfortified outcomes increases as more demand is considered–
likely due to the topologically “earlier” options that become more critical as the attacker considers
more demand. In other words, as more demand is considered within the scope of an attack, more
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(A) Cluster demand targeting strategy for β = 5 (left), β = 10 (middle), β = 15 (right).

(B) Uniform demand targeting strategy for α = 0.25 (left), α = 0.5 (middle), α = 0.75 (right).

FIGURE 7. Interdicted edge frequencies over several hundred trials.

(A) Cluster demand targeting strategy. (B) Uniform demand targeting strategy.

FIGURE 8. Interdiction outcomes: percentage decrease in maximum flow.

demand is likely to be closer to the reservoir (the unlimited water source), so interdictions within
the unfortified regime will prioritize links that cut off more of the network. Furthermore, we note
that the flow decrease is quite consistent in the uniform targeting strategy, whereas the cluster
targeting strategy demonstrates more impact variability, especially for smaller cluster targets. We
also attribute this variability to the cluster’s place in the network’s topological hydraulic hierarchy.
If the targeted cluster is closer to the reservoir, then the interdicted links will have a larger negative
impact on the maximum flow.

Figure 9 displays all induced sensor set distributions, except for the uniform distribution. Skewed
distributions generally corresponded to small interdiction budgets, which hints at an attacker with
a relatively consistent topological priority. There was little variation among sensor distributions
across values of α for the uniform targeting strategy, whereas the depth parameter β more apprecia-
bly impacted the attacker’s topological priorities in the cluster targeting strategy. As more demand
was considered (increasing β), the distributions became more skewed–again hinting at an implicit
topological priority for our modeled attacker.

Finally, Figure 10 provides results about sensitivity vs. specificity. Each point on the graph cor-
responds to a CNN that was trained on a unique data set. Note that each was warm-started with
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(A) Cluster demand targeting trials. (B) Uniform demand targeting trials.

FIGURE 9. Empirical sensor set distributions.

FIGURE 10. Sensitivity vs. specificity across case study.

training on the BATADAL training set II, which contained realistic attacks; the synthetic data pro-
vided additional training information over this baseline. We compare the outcomes from training
on synthetic data with our model pipeline to two benchmarks: training only with the realistic
training set, and warm-starting with realistic attacks followed by training on synthetic-attack data
generated using the uniform distribution over the sensor sets.

We note that we display test results in this sensitivity vs. specificity trade-off rather than displaying
overall test accuracy because of the anomaly detection context: in a test set with so few attacks,
we can achieve high test accuracy simply by “predicting” that every observation is attack-free.
However for what it’s worth, we achieved a maximum of 80% test accuracy using synthetic training
data, over the benchmark of 74% with realistic-attack training data. Our optimal models lie on the
sensitivity vs. specificity Pareto front.

We form two primary hypotheses about the results.

• Providing the additional synthetic data nearly always made our attack detection model less para-
noid than training with realistic attack data alone.
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• Training with data sets simulated with the interdiction-informed sensor set distributions ex-
panded our Pareto front beyond what it would have been by training with data sets simulated
on the uniform sensor set distributions.

No clear clusters appeared on our sensitivity-specificity trade-off plot when we color-coded by any
of the parameters in our case study (fortification, targeting strategy, interdiction budget). Thus, it
remains an open question to develop attacker models that map to certain attack detection priorities–
i.e. whether a WDS operator prefers to detect every attack at the expense of a few false alarms, or
whether it is more important to be able to trust that an identified attack is truly an attack. However,
we observe promising results that the interdiction outcomes do provide helpful additional informa-
tion to our steerable corruption engine, helping our supervised learning approach to better detect
realistic cyber-attacks.
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